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This  publication accompanied  an exhibition, held  at the J. Paul  Getty Museum
and the  Royal  Academy, which brought  together the greatest works  produced
by Flemish  illuminators  between  1470  and  1560.  In their introduction, Thomas
Kxen and  Scot  McKendtick, the  principal  organisers of the exhibition and the
driving force  behind  the creation of the catalogue, define  the principal charac—
teristics of  Flemish  manuscript art during this  exceptional period. Significantly,
during this  time  a new  type  of  illusionistic  bordex  developed  (0.  1470), which
became  the hallmark of these books for several generations, whereby the  bor—
der  grew  comparable in its richness and degree of naturalism to the miniature
it  framed  and thus  testified  to the  full  integration of miniature and  border.
Their  methodology, which  is a testament to traditional  art-historical methods,
is  made  clear fromthe outset. Crucially, their research  highlights major discov-
eries in recent scholarship, discusses  for the first time several little-known
manuscripts, and poses  certain  key questions, which  they proceed  to address in
the ensuing articles and  accompanying exhaustive catalogue where  full  biogra-
phies  of the illuminators are  provided.  The  inclusion  of catalogue numbersas
well  as page references in the index of  works  of art  would  have been helpful
however.  The  standard  of colour  reproduction  and the organisation of the vol-
ume, including full  references  and bibliographies, represent  an  outstanding
achievement. Indeed, no  previous  exhibition catalogue of  Flemish manuscript
illumination  of  this  period can match it in its scope and  ambition.

Catherine  Reynolds, in her  essay ‘Illuminatms and the Paintets’ Guilds’,
examines  afresh the rules of the painters’ guilds  and the role of the  Bruges
confratemity of  book  producers, investigating the status of  illuminators, the
interrelationship among the arts and the  limits  on  trade.  She  looks closely at
the production of the  single-leaf  miniature, the  basic  constituent of the devo—
tional  book  at this time, but one  which  proved controversial  with  the guilds;
single  sheets, which could clearly be  used  in other  ways, were  seen  as en—
croaching upon  the  domain  of  panel  painters, especially when  completely pic-
torial. In response to this, the Bruges  guild  required that all makers of  minia-
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tures should register a mark for their products  with  the painters’ guild.  Only
clerics  and those  employed  by the ruler  could  be  exempt. This  was  significant
in determining the relative freedom of the  book  trade; religious houses in the
fifteenth  century still  were major  centres of scholarship and book  production.
Illuminators could  also become  members of religious confratemiu'es  which  had
none of the regulatory functions  of the trade  guild  but as a  consequence  of-
fered  less protection.

Reynolds  explores the  relationship between painters  and illuminators in the
context of their  training and respective  skills.  Although it is evident that certain
artists were engaged in painting panels  and illuminating books, the documents
provide no  tangible  support for this. The question of  independent  illumination
is considered alongside  woodcuts, the latter drawing on the conventions estab-
lished by independent  illuminations. Engravings, too, may have been  inspired
by sets of  illuminations.  These  developments clearly had  implications  for the
guilds.  Towards the end of the period little  scope was left for independent il-
luminadons and  Reynolds  explores the impact of printing on both painters and
illuminators; eventually, the ready availability of the  printed book  rendered im-
practical the insertion of  single leaves.  But no trade guild  could  have safe—
guarded illuminators and  scribes from  the  effects  of the  printing press.

This article  contains  a massof useful  information, the nature of  which  is
difficult  to  summarise; a conclusion presenting the broader picture  would  have
been useful.  After her minute investigation of the  documents, Reynolds  is
forced to  conclude  that as  a  general  case the  written  documents offer an in-
complete insight  into the varied and  varying relationships  between painters  and
illuminators and  between painting and  illumination.  However, this does  not
devalue the exercise, although it is the  case that the works  themselves  provide
testimony to that interaction, something Reynolds  readily endorses, even if the
precise nature of that interchange is  difficult  to  assess from surviving docu-
ments  valuable  though  they are.

It is the  question  of the relationship between  illuminations and  panel paint-
ings that is the central  focus  of the  essay by Thomas Kren and Maryan Ains-
worth, entitled  ‘Illuminators and Painters: Artistic  Exchanges  and Interrela-
tionships’. Despite  restrictions  imposed  by the  guilds  the two  media  inter-
sected, fostered by guild  and  familial  contacts, as  well  as by joint ventures as
provided by the  court.  Thus, an exchange of  ideas  and  imagery between  the
two  media  was natural and  inevitable.  Panel  painters, such as  Joos  van  Ghent
and Hugo van der  Goes, provided  inspiration for illuminators through their
handling of light and colour, texture and  space, as  well  as  providing sources for
compositions and  specific motifs. Indeed, they postulate that Hugo van der
Goes  may have  provided  drawings  for the use of  book  painters. In the case of
Simon  Marmion, who was a master in both  media, the one  activity may well
have  informed  the  other.  Fresh  technical  analysis has suggested that Petrus
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Christus, among others, may have trained as an illuminator. Simon Bening
practised  in both  media.  The greater part of Kren and Ainsworth’s  discussion,
however, is concerned with the less  well trodden  area of the influence of  illu-
minators on  panel painters.  They present  evidence  where miniatures clearly
antecede  the  panels.  One of their examples is the painter Hieronymus Bosch,
whose enigmatic  style may have its origin in the miniaturist  Simon  Marmion;
they cite the Tondal cycle 0. Paul Getty Museum MS 30) as a  specific  compari-
son.  Of particular interest is the influence of  illumination  in the domain of
landscape, with calendar  cycles as the  most  likely vehicles, where  considerable
development  in the  rendition  of climactic  changes  through the  seasons  had
occurred.  An indicator, perhaps, of the miniaturists’ pre-eminence in this
sphere, is that by the 15605, when Pieter Breughel the  Elder  began to paint his
cycle of the  seasons, sophisticated  landscapes in manuscript calendars had
flourished for several  generations, Simon  Bening being particularly influential
upon  Breughel.

These writers  thus  conclude with  a call to reverse the hitherto perceived
ascendancy of  panel painting over  miniature, although they concede that there
is a  need  to investigate further the precise nature of this  interchange.  A reason
they suggest for the hitherto  insufficient  response is that of the  daunting na-
ture of manuscript  studies, where a number of complex interrelationships exist
between  these axtefacts.

Scot McKendrick’s article, ‘Reviving the  Past:  Illustrated Manuscripts of
Secular Vernacular Texts, 1467 to 1500’, explores the evidence of  surviving
works and contemporary documents within  the context of  producers  and  con-
sumers of  this  category of manuscript, the  surviving manuscripts  being ‘mate-
rial witnesses  to a complex series of interrelations  among authors, scribes, il-
luminators, miniaturists, binders, booksellers, readers, advisers and  librarians’.
McKendrick  demonstrates the importance of  such  manuscripts in the  devel-
opment  of western culture at the end of the  Middle Ages. Philip the  Good’s
court  became justly famous for its patronage; fromthe  14405  he turned to
manuscript illumination  as a central component of his ‘politics of splendour’.
The  popularity of  such texts  — philosophical, moral and advisory — is explica-
ble; the  Burgundian dukes could  thereby identify with  the heroes of the  past,
figures who became their role  models  and exemplars, glorious antique eqmva-
lents fromwhich  they gained validation  and support for their contemporary
enterprises; some may even have been their  illustrious  forebears. Philip the
Good’s  patronage and  demand  for  books  of the  highest  quality helped  to  fos-
ter the  growing refinement of  Flemish  illumination. The  corollary of this was
the gravitation of  some  of the  finest  artists of the day to this  medium.

Illuminators of secular texts, where the miniatures were integrated at vari-
ous  points  in the text, did not  adopt  the  method  of inserting single-leaf minia-
tures, as was the practice for  devotional books.  They therefore had a more
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first-hand  acquaintance  with  the text, which  in  turn suggests  their greater liter-
acy.  This is not to  deny what was clearly the  common practice of  reusing stan-
dard models  for  subjects, and McKendrick explores how these may have  been
disseminated, concluding that their impact and influence was carried  beyond
the Low Countries to other parts of  Europe.  Thus, it is not  surprising to learn
that the principal consumer, apart  from  the court, was the export market,
which, after the  demise  of the Burgundian  dynasty, spread to Spain, Portugal
and the Italian and  German states.

This  article explores the  likely processes in  acquiring an illustrated vernacu-
lar text and the nature of the collections  themselves:  for example, the  signifi-
cant  collections  range  from  that of the duke of Burgundy, which  by 1469  con-
tained  between  850 and 900  volumes, of  which Philip had  acquired  some 600
(more than  half  of those  being secular vernacular texts) to that of  Edward  IV,
whose  more modest  collection  ran to some  thirty manuscripts. A significant
decline  in the illustration of secular vernacular texts had set in by the  late
14805, their  demise  hastened by the advent and commercial advantage of the
printed  book, but  a  further factor was that of a  shift  in  power  and the court’s
movement  away from  the Low Countries under the Hapsburgs, although  illu-
minated  liturgical and devotional texts  continued  to be produced on a  signifi—
cant  scale.  Scot McKendrick concludes  his discussion by evaluating today’s use
and  abuse  of  such imagery, devoid  of the context in  which  it was produced and
initially received.

In a review of this  length, it is  only possible  to  highlight  certain items  from
the catalogue. Of particular interest is the patronage of  English collectors, no—
tably Edward  IV, whose library now constitutes a cornerstone of the  British
Library.  Apart  from eight  manuscripts in the catalogue that  indisputably be—
longed  to  Edward, McKendrick postulates that  nos.  66, 74 and 79 were  prod-
ucts  of his patronage as  well.  Catalogue no. 74 is the earliest known work of
the Master of the  London  Wavrin  and, contrary to  long-held opinion, was in
all  likelihood commissioned  by Edward.  There is no question of  ownership
over no. 75, the  Jean  de Wavrin  manuscript itself, probably acquired  between
1478 and 1480, the twenty-nine miniatures of  which  are, in terms of artistic
quality, the finest of all those  included  in Edward’s  collection  of  Flemish
manuscripts.  The  so-called Master  of  Edward  IV  executed  two volumes of a
Bible I-Iistoriale produced  for  Edward  in 1479.  Despite increasing awareness of
this  master, however, it is  McKendrick’s contention  that there remains no
chronology for his works, no  synthetical  analysis of his style and no  discussion
of his artistic  origins  and  impact.

Edward’s commissions, like those of other  English  notables, illustrate both
the  dependency of  late medieval English culture  on the continent and the op-
portunity that close  cultural links provided  to the  English.  The  Breviary of
Margaret  of York(cat.  20), of the late 14705, is  notable  for including some of
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the earliest roughly datable borders in the new  style with  strewn flowers. In the
case of the  Madrid Hours  (cat.  25) of Wllliam, Lord Hastings, great chamber-
lain of the household of Edward IV, nearly every miniature can be linked to
the patterns of an illuminator, such  as the Vienna Master of the Houghton
miniatures, or to some of the  models  created by Hugo van der  Goes  or Dietic
Bouts. Hastings also  commissioned  no. 41, the London Hours, twin  to the
Madrid Hours.  In the  light  of  Hastings’s close  relationship with  Edward IV, it
is not  surprising to find suchprominence given in the calendar of the Madrid
Hours  to the name  saints  of the king and his brother, the future Richard  III.

Testifying to a continuing interest on the part of the  English  in  Flemish  art
throughout  the period is the copy of  Imaginadnn de  h  mic  nob/me  made  for
Henry VII  (cat.  121), the text of  which  was copied in England and then  illumi-
nated in the Low Countries.  Indeed, this  manuscript had been  considered  the
key early evidence  of the Tudor revival of English court culture and patronage
of  resident continental  artists in  England.  More recently that revival has  been
shown  to have already begun during the reign of  Edward  IV.  Finally, at the
end of the  period, the pair of  leclionaties  (cat.  169), again written in  England
and illuminated in  Flanders  6. 1529-30 for Cardinal  Wolsey is worthy of men-
tion.  By this time  artistic activity had  moved fromits  principal site  in Bruges to
Antwerp. The lectionaries crystallise a  stylistic  departure in the direction of a
specifically Mannedst  interpretation of traditional  Flemish painting techniques.

Given  this formidable survey which  serves to  emphasise  the uniqueness of
Flemish  manuscript art at the  waning of the  Middle  Ages, it  comes as  some
surprise  that the volume  should  be entitled ‘Illuminating the Renaissance’. The
term ‘Renaissance’ is  also used within  the text to refer to the radical transfor-
mation of the illustrated  page.  An  internal ‘Renaissance’, maybe, but without a
clear  definition, which  is not supplied, this word  is a  misnomer.  The late
Gothic (3 more ap‘proptiate term) achievement  in the north was not  dependent
upon 'scientific’ experiments in anatomy and  perspective, or on a revival of the
classical  past. The reception of  classical  forms within an essentially northern
context did not coalesce  until  the  Mannedst  period, which concerns  only some
of those  manuscripts  covered in the latter part of the  survey. This  apart, how-
ever, it has to be  acknowledged  that the catalogue is a monumental  work  of
scholarship.  The  lengthy entries, which  provide  a  wealth of detailed  informa-
tion, are a testament to the  writers’ detailed  analyses and  support  traditional
methodology — that of  a  division  of  hands  - as a viable  process  for  unravelling
the  complex interrelationships  characteristic of this material. My admiration
goes  out to the contributors for producing a  volume, invaluable for the  student
of  manuscript  illumination and  highly informative for the layman  with  a  fasci-
nation  for  this  material and the  circumstances under which  it was  produced.
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